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The Federal Office of Rural Health Policy 

Build Healthy 
Rural 

Communities 

Policy & 
Research  

Community  
Based Programs 

Telehealth 
Programs 

State & 
Hospital 

Programs  
Values 
Accountable Knowledgeable 
Collaborative Respectful  
Innovative Responsive  

Mission  
 
FORHP collaborates with rural 
communities and partners to 
support programs and shape policy 
that will improve health in rural 
America. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A little about FORHP … Focus on collaboration … working with others to be voice for R within HHS and WDC (SRHAs a big part of that)How many know us and our programs?HSDCBDOATPRDAt core, programs about capacity building at local and state level



Program FY 2016 FY 2017 

Enacted President’s 
Budget 

House 
Markup 

Senate 
Markup 

Rural Health Policy Development  9,351 9,351 9,351 9,351 

Rural Health Outreach Grants 63,500 63,500 65,500 65,500 

Rural &Community Access to Emergency 
Devices  

- - - - 

Rural Hospital Flexibility Grants 41,609 26,200 45,609 41,609 

State Offices of Rural Health 9,511 9,511 10,511 9,511 

Radiation Exposure Screening and 
Education Program 

1,834 1,834 1,834 1,834 
Black Lung 6,766 6,766 7,766 6,766 

Telehealth 17,000 17,000 19,000 18,000 

Rural Opioid Overdose Reversal Grant 
Program 

-  
10,000 

 
10,000 

- 

Subtotal, Federal Office of Rural Health 
Policy  

 
149,571 

 
144,162 

 
169,571 

 
152,571 
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Federal Office of Rural Health Policy FY 2016-2017 Budget 
 
 

Current Status 
(dollars in thousands) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers in Red shows shows an increase or decrease in budget. 
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Looking Toward FY 17 … 

 
 

Environmental 
Factors 

Rural Hospital Closures 

Ongoing Transition to Value and Delivery System  

Growing Rural Urban Disparities 

Leveraging the Broader Potential of Telehealth 

Ongoing Workforce Challenges 

Administration Transition 



Rural Realities and Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rural Realities and Challenges … Preaching to ChoirSRHA role has never been more importantRural pop … declining though most recent data held steady long term trend is a smaller rural americaDon’t have to tell you about WDC … Farm bill as ex.Rural economic challengesBut … that’s what makes your work more importantSRHAs play unique role (like NRHA): independent voiceUniquely positioned to bring attention to issues … Why it’s needed … links to our work … So let’s talk about that in the context of a few emerging national issues



Rural Realities and Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And one of those issues is what I’d call the hidden disparity of rural AmericaLot of national attention on LE and mortality but … Fact is the missing focus on R/U anglePlaying out in many of your statesYou are uniquely positioned to bring a voice to this … 
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Rural Hospital 
Closure  

and  
Risk 

Rural Realities and Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another issue front and center for us is RH closure 76 since 2010 … Our focus … accessPartnership with UNC … to trackNew brief from KFF … similar to our own findings and those of NC RH RC. The numbers are important, but the stories may mean moreSRHAs uniquely positioned to do that. To Help us Understand that



Workforce Challenges …  

• Partnering with the HRSA Bureau of Health Workforce 
• National Health Service Corps 
• Nurse Corps 
• Teaching Health Centers 
• Partnerships with Title VII  and Title VIII Grantees 

• The Rural Recruitment and Retention Network  
• Rural Residencies 
• Labor’s Workforce Investment Opportunity Act (WIOA) 

Links? 



Key  
Priorities 
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Looking Toward FY 17 

Assist Rural Providers in the Value Transition 

Collaborate with Public and Private Partners to 
Support Enhanced Rural Health Care Delivery 

Continue Transition from Process to Outcome 
Measurement 

Build the Rural Evidence and Research Base 

Support Rural Population Health 
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• “Grants In Motion” highlights 
Innovation 

• Identifying Successful Efforts 
and Telling Their Story 

• Quarterly series in Rural 
Monitor Launched November, 
2015 

Investing in Rural Community Health 
Rural Health Outreach and the 
Community Health Gateway 
• Promoting the Funding 
• Linking Communities to 

Resources 
• Toolkits  
• Sustainability Tools 
• Economic Impact Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talked earlier about R E-BSo many creative things going on in rural; got to find a way to share that The R CH GW designed to do thatTopic toolkits, sustainability, EI toolSuccessful ModelsGrants in MotionWant your help in populating this



Continue Showing Quantified Flex Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting to see real impact with the Flex fundingChallenged them to target the funding and focus on areas where we can show how this funding is having an impactNow have new studies showing a link between Flex-funded interventions & improved revenue cycle performance. The MBQIP is resulting in increased Q reporting by CAHs; Seen the creation of robust QI networks in IL, MI and CO among others that we think will position hospitals to be well prepared for the transition to Value. 
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Leveraging Telehealth 
• Increasing Interest and Attention 
• Challenge:  

• Integrating the Technology into the 
Broader Value Discussion 

• Informing the Policy Discussion 
• FORHP Efforts 

• Funding Networks with a Focus on 
Assessing Clinical Impact 
• Tele-ED 
• School-Based Telehealth 

• Supporting Research 
• Providing Technical Assistance 

• State Opportunities 
• Medicaid 
• Licensure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TH always an area of interest for RH … but nationally and suspect at state getting more attention of lateMultiple reasons (access, reform, value)We’ve spent past yr re thinking our approachKnow it improves access … know less about impactSo fund NWs but also research ctr to see clinical impactOpp to work with SRHAs … stronger link to SRHAs though it many places already happenningStates, though, is where the real innovation is Medicaidlicensure



State Offices of Rural Health 

• Issues  and Opportunities 
 
 



• The Affordable Care Act Ongoing 
Implementation 

• ACA Outreach and Enrollment 
• Marketplace Plan Affordability and 

Link to Rating Areas 
• Marketplace Plan Network Adequacy 

• State Innovation and Reform 
Efforts 

• State Innovation Models and Payer 
Demonstrations 

• Medicaid Managed Care 

• Addressing the Opioid Challenge 
• Maternal and Child Health Home 

Visitation/Early Childhood 
Intervention and CHIP/Medicaid 
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Emerging Policy Issues with a State Angle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, w/ all of that as an initial contextI’d suggest that in the coming years, the real opportunity for RH policy issues is at the state levelIt starts with the ongoing ACA implementationKnew going in … More coverage … disparities … $So O&E key;  but MP and $; RAs state decisionNW adequacy … great discretion at state/plan levelAlso with ongoing efforts around innovation and reformSIMs, Medicaid innovation; Multi payer demosWe’ve already noted opioids … If look at legislation currently being debated … defers much of the decision making to state level through the BGsAlso think there is opportunity around rural health and kidsSRHAs uniquely positioned to be rural voice at state level



Delivery System Reform  

• Potential Resources for Rural 
Health 

• Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative 
• Healthcare Learning Action Network 
• Hospital-Engagement Networks 
• MACRA Technical Assistance 

• Rural Relevant Reform Options 
• ACO Investment Model 
• Comprehensive Primary Care Plus (but …) 
• Global Budgeting? 

• Rural Delivery Reform 
• FESC/FCHIP 
• MedPAC 
• Other 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mentioned DSR before … Certainly an issue front and centerI’m optimistic that unlike in prior yrs, folks in WDC are thinking about rural on front endSRHAs could play a key role in working with the organizations that are being funded through TCPI, HLAN and HENSJust a week or so ago … MACRA $20 M TA and contracts are out for bid … Will fund a number of entities … RECs, QINs named in legislationHelping those groups understand unique rural challenges presents a partnership opportunity for you



Shortage Designation Project* | Today & the Future  
Today  The Future  Today ** The Future 

Every new or updated 
designation created uses the 
same standardized data. 
 
Application and review steps  
are fully automated and have 
eliminated manual processing. 
 
Business rules and system 
validations are reflective of  
regulation and policy and  
applied to every designation. 
 
Policy definition well aligned 
with authorizing statutes and 
regulations. 
 
Paper has been eliminated,  
excluding supporting  
documentation. 

Every designation uses  
the same standardized data with 
the HPSA update and continue to 
source standardized data. 
 
Release additional functionality 
to streamline and automate. 
 
Continue requirements  
definition with State and HRSA 
involvement for additional 
functionality. 
 
Ongoing clarification of  
regulations in order to define 
policy and requirements. 
 
A fully automated, transparent 
shortage designation business 
process that leverages 
standardized, national data  for 
timely and accurate designations.   
 *MUA/P designations are not included in the Shortage Designation Project. However, MUA/Ps may be updated in SDMS. 

**Currently, Auto-HPSAs scores are manually calculated outside of the Shortage Designation Management System and 
the information in the chart does not apply. Until July 2017, scores will continue to be calculated based on non-
standardized data and other individual site provided data.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help operationalize many of these components, we created the Shortage Designation Management System or SDMS, which relies on both standardized data sets include CMS’s National Plan and Provider Enumeration System , which is used to assign National Provider Identifiers or NPI numbers, CDC and Census data as well as industry (GIS and travel data) and state-level data.We have come along way. Since December 2014, both PCOs and HRSA have been using SDMS so that every new or UPDATEd desingation is based on the standardized data, application steps are automated and paper has been eliminated.That being said, Auto HPSAs, which include many RHCs have not yet been integrated into SDMS. It remains a manual, paper based process.In the future, which right now we are defining as July 2017, every designation will be based on the same data. Auto HPSAs will be included and we will have a fully automated, transparent efficient designation process



State Offices of Rural Health 

• Responding to New Ideas and Proposals 
• RHCs 
• Oral Health 
• EMS 
• Other? 

• Options Beyond the Standard Grant Activities 
• Take Into Account Budget Language and Grants 

and Statutory Requirements 
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We Need Your Help 

Consider Being 
 a HRSA  
Grant 
Reviewer 

• http://www.hrsa.gov/grants/reviewers/index.html 
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Weekly Announcements 

To sign up: Email Michelle Daniels at: 
mdaniels@hrsa.gov 

 

Focus on … 
• Rural-focused Funding 

opportunities 
• Policy and Regulatory 

Developments Affecting 
Rural Providers and 
Communities 

• Rural Research findings 
• Policy updates from a 

Rural Perspective 

mailto:mdaniels@hrsa.gov


• New Awards; Same Goals …  
• Getting the Rural Voice in to 

the Policy Process 
• Putting Research Findings 

into the Hands of Rural 
Leaders 
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Policy and Research 

https://www.ruralhealthresearch.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other opp is working with you to identify key policy issues and identify chances to get rural voice in policy/reg processCMS has a new rural council and just got an update and believe we’re going to see a change in how they do their workAnd in the R we support, want to make sure we get that in your handsData and R findings can support your voiceRH Research Gateway



Contact Information 
 
Tom Morris 
Associate Administrator for Rural Health Policy 
Federal Office of Rural Health Policy (FORHP) 
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 
Email: tmorris@hrsa.gov 
Phone: 301-443-4269 
Web: hrsa.gov/ruralhealth/ 
Twitter: twitter.com/HRSAgov 
Facebook: facebook.com/HHS.HRSA 

 

 



Other Policy  
and  

Technical Assistance 
Information 



Medicare Hospital Inpatient PPS  
Final Rule for FY 2017 

• Significant proposals for rural providers include: 
• Withdrawal of the Two-Midnight Rule 

• Permanent 0.2% increase, and 1-year 0.6% increase (for FYs 2014-2016) 
 

• Notice of Observation Treatment and Implication for Care Eligibility 
(NOTICE) Act implementation 

• Requires hospitals and CAHs to notify Medicare beneficiaries receiving 
outpatient observation services for more than 24 hours using proposed 
Medicare Outpatient Observation Notice (MOON), no later than 36 hours 
after observation services begin 

 
• Update to Rural Community Hospital (RCH) and Frontier Community Health 

Integration (FCHIP) demonstrations 
• RCH: final budget neutrality offsets against IPPS rates, likely FY 2020 
• FCHIP: began August 1; est. 0.03% withhold against all CAHs, if necessary, 

CY 2020 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Published: August 22, 2016Effective: October 1, 2016Other Provisions: Up-coding recoupment, per American Taxpayer Relief Act of 20121.5% decrease to recoup final $5 billion required by lawMedicare Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) revisionsUncompensated care calculated over 3 years, not 1, beginning FY 2017Worksheet S-10 replaces proxy formula, beginning FY 2021 (not FY 2018)Low-volume hospital (LVH) adjustment extension, per MACRAExtended through FY 2017; expires October 1, 2018 without act of CongressLVH eligibility: >15 road miles from another hospital, <1,600 Medicare dischargesMedicare-dependent hospital (MDH) designation extension, per MACRAExtended through FY 2017; expires October 1, 2018 without act of Congress Changes to measures in the Inpatient Quality Reporting Program (IQR)Adds 3 episode-based measures (non-PPS admissions do not trigger episode)Removes 15 measures, including 13 eCQMs (aligns data reporting for 8 eCQMs to match EHR Incentive Program for payment in FYs 2019 and 2020)Changes to measures in the Hospital Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) programAdds AMI- and heart failure-specific payment measures, beginning FY 2021Adds 30-day mortality measure following CABG surgery, beginning FY 2022Changes to scoring in the Hospital-Acquired Condition (HAC) Reduction ProgramReplaces decile-based scoring with continuous method, beginning FY 2018CMS: fewer penalized hospitals among those with fewer than 25 bedsUpdate for Rural Training Track programsExtends growth window from 3 years to 5 years, effective as of FY 2013Concurrent geographic reclassificationAllows hospitals to reclassify under both §412.103 (for rural status) and through the Medicare Geographic Classification Review Board (MGCRB) (for higher wage index)For hospitals with both classifications: wage index and IPPS payment according to MGCRB status



Hospital and Critical Access Hospital (CAH) 
Proposed Rule 

• Significant proposed changes for CAHs include standards for:  
• Maintaining a data-driven quality assessment and performance 

improvement (QAPI) program; 
• Having written non-discrimination policies;  
• Evaluating the care provided by practitioners at the CAH;  
• Maintaining active infection prevention, infection control, and 

antibiotic stewardship programs.  
• Recognizing the Medicare Beneficiary Quality Improvement 

Project (MBQIP) as a national quality measurement and reporting 
program.  

• The proposed rules would require CAHs to collect data to 
measure the quality of care they provide and CAH 
participation in MBQIP is one way for CAHs to meet this data 
collection requirement.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Published: June 16, 2016Comment Period Closed: August 15, 2016Significant proposed changes for hospitals include standards for:Ensuring patient’s rights, including access to medical records, proper use of restraints, and non-discrimination;Conducting quality assessment and performance improvement programs that incorporate quality indicator data from Medicare quality reporting programs;Maintaining adequate nursing staffing and care practices;Maintaining active infection prevention, infection control, and antibiotic stewardship programs.

https://www.ruralcenter.org/tasc/mbqip
https://www.ruralcenter.org/tasc/mbqip
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Hospital Outpatient PPS 
Proposed Rule for CY 2017 

 
•  Significant proposals for rural providers include:  

• Continuing the payment adjustment of 7.1 percent to certain rural sole 
community hospitals (SCHs), including essential access community hospitals 
(EACHs).   

• Implementing Section 603 of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, which 
provides that certain items and services provided by certain hospital off-
campus provider based departments (PBDs) would no longer be paid under 
the OPPS beginning January 1, 2017.   

• CAHs are exempted; however, all other rural hospitals may be subjected 
policy changes.  

• All hospitals with existing off-campus PBDs exempted;  however, 
hospitals could lose its exception status if it expands services, relocate, 
or changes ownership.  

• Removing the pain management dimension from the Hospital Value-Based 
Purchasing program to eliminate any potential financial pressure clinicians 
may feel to overprescribe pain medications. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Published: July 14, 2016Comment Period Closed: September 6, 2016Implementing Section 603 of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015:CMS proposes the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MPFS) as the payment system for the majority of the items and services furnished by off-campus PBDs that are not exempted from this policy change.  



• Significant proposals for rural providers include:  
• Changing supervision requirements from direct to general for 

auxiliary staff (e.g. nurse, medical assistant, or other clinical staff) in 
Rural Health Clinics and Federally Qualified Health Centers for chronic 
care management and transitional care management services;  

• Adding advance care planning and ESRD to the list of telehealth 
services;  

• Using a new telehealth place of service(POS) code for distant site 
practitioner claims;  

• Establishing separate payment for behavioral health integration 
provided by a primary care team with a primary care physician and 
behavioral health specialist;  

• Expanding Medicare payment for the Diabetes Prevention Program.   
• Requiring all Medicare Advantage providers and suppliers to enroll in 

Medicare. 
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Physician Fee Schedule 
Proposed Rule for CY 2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Published: July 15, 2016Comment Period Closed: September 6, 2016
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Enhancing Support for Rural Health Clinics 

Technical Assistance Series 
• FORHP funded through the National 

Association of Rural Health Clinics 
• Listserv 

• Exchange info, ask questions 
• Sign up at 

http://03672e4.netsolhost.com/?page_id
=712 

• Conference Calls 
• 6 per year; Sign up and review previous 

calls at 
http://www.hrsa.gov/ruralhealth/policy/confca
ll/index.html 

 • State Offices of Rural Health RHC Work 
• MACRA and Voluntary Reporting 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RHCs play key role … our work … TA and why and howHave had good participation … would welcome your help in making sure RHCs in your states are awareSee RHCs as a key group often not well represented at state level so SHRAs could be a home for themThe NO SORH also focusing on RHCs and has done a number of trainings of SORHs to work with RHCs



Program FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 

Rural Health Network Development Planning (Network 
Planning) 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Winter 2016 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Winter 2017 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Winter 2018 

Delta States Rural Health Development (Delta Program) 

  X 

*Funding applications 
available Spring 2018 

Small Healthcare Provider Quality Program (Quality 
Program) 

  X 

*Funding applications 
available Spring 2018 

Rural Health Care Services Outreach Program (Outreach 
Program) 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Fall 2017 

  

Rural Health Network Development Program (Network 
Development) 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Fall 2016 

    

Black Lung Clinics Program (BLCP) & Black Lung Centers of 
Excellence (BLCE) 

X 

*Funding applications 
available Winter 2016 

    

Radiation Exposure Screening & Education Program (RESEP) 

X  

*Funding applications 
available Winter 2016 

    

FORHP Community Health Funding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each yr tend to have one primary program competitive along with annual NWP $Next up is NWDBut not too early to think about OR in 2018Clear, don’t need to tell you all about this



Office for the Advancement of Telehealth (OAT) 
Funding 

Program FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 

Telehealth Resource Center Grant 
Program 

X 

*Funding 
applications 

available Winter 
2016 

  

Telehealth Network Grant Program 

 X 

*Funding 
applications 

available Winter 
2017 

Evidence-Based Tele-Emergency 
Network Grant Program  

X 

*Funding 
applications 

available Winter 
2016 
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